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Abstract
Analyzing textual data by means of AI models has been recognized as highly relevant in information systems research and 
practice, since a vast amount of data on eCommerce platforms, review portals or social media is given in textual form. Here, 
language models such as BERT, which are deep learning AI models, constitute a breakthrough and achieve leading-edge 
results in many applications of text analytics such as sentiment analysis in online consumer reviews. However, these language 
models are “black boxes”: It is unclear how they arrive at their predictions. Yet, applications of language models, for instance, 
in eCommerce require checks and justifications by means of global reconstruction of their predictions, since the decisions 
based thereon can have large impacts or are even mandatory due to regulations such as the GDPR. To this end, we propose a 
novel XAI approach for global reconstructions of language model predictions for token-level classifications (e.g., aspect term 
detection) by means of linguistic rules based on NLP building blocks (e.g., part-of-speech). The approach is analyzed on dif-
ferent datasets of online consumer reviews and NLP tasks. Since our approach allows for different setups, we further are the 
first to analyze the trade-off between comprehensibility and fidelity of global reconstructions of language model predictions. 
With respect to this trade-off, we find that our approach indeed allows for balanced setups for global reconstructions of BERT’s 
predictions. Thus, our approach paves the way for a thorough understanding of language model predictions in text analytics. In 
practice, our approach can assist businesses in their decision-making and supports compliance with regulatory requirements.
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Introduction

Huge amounts of unstructured textual data are generated 
across various channels of information systems (IS) such as 
eCommerce platforms, review portals or social media every 
second (Potnis, 2018). Consequently, the need for techniques 
that automatically analyze textual data is increasing: Until 
2028, the revenues from the natural language processing 
(NLP) market worldwide are expected to increase at a com-
pound annual growth rate of almost 30% to over 100 billion 
USD, with text analytics expected to have the highest growth 
(Fortune Business Insights, 2021). As text analytics facili-
tate diverse applications such as sentiment analysis or text 
summarization (Young et al., 2018), various organizations in 
different business areas benefit from techniques of text ana-
lytics (Coheur, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). For instance, prod-
uct or service providers can use such techniques to analyze 
consumer sentiments in large amounts of online consumer 
reviews. Using this consumer feedback enables organizations 
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to effectively improve their products and services (Chatterjee, 
2019; Heinrich et al., 2022; Heinrich et al., 2020).

The state-of-the-art techniques of text analytics are lan-
guage models, such as the popular deep learning AI model 
‘Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers’ (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) or its descendants (e.g., 
ALBERT; Lan et al., 2020), as they have achieved leading-
edge results in many tasks such as aspect-based sentiment 
analysis (Wang et al., 2018). Language models enable a con-
textualized representation of textual data by assessing the 
conditional probability of each token (e.g., a word) given 
the contextual tokens surrounding it (Peters et al., 2018a). 
Besides coarser classification tasks for sentences, for exam-
ple, these language model representations can then be used, 
in particular, as basis for central token-level classifications 
such as aspect term and sentiment term detection. Since the 
language model BERT is already incorporated in a plethora 
of business IS applications, we demonstrate our approach 
by means of BERT as leading exponent of language models 
in this paper. Amongst others, popular application scenarios 
of BERT in electronic markets are eCommerce, chatbots, 
finance or online recruiting (Coheur, 2020; Dastin, 2018; Luo 
et al., 2022; Repke & Krestel, 2021; Shrestha et al., 2021; S. 
Xu et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). How-
ever, similar to most other state-of-the-art deep learning mod-
els, BERT is a “black box”. That is, over 100 million learned 
parameters (Devlin et al., 2019) and various hidden layers 
contribute to BERT’s immense complexity, making it hardly 
(if at all) possible to comprehend why and how BERT arrives 
at its predictions (Kovaleva et al., 2019). To address this 
black box nature of AI models, a vastly increasing focus on 
explainable AI (XAI) in IS research and practice has emerged 
(Adadi & Berrada, 2018; Förster et al., 2021; Förster et al., 
2020b). Literature agrees that the need for reconstructions 
and justifications is urgent and a ‘huge open scientific chal-
lenge’ (Guidotti et al., 2018). It is even expected that “algo-
rithmic auditing and ‘data protection by design’ practices will 
likely become the new gold standard for enterprises deploy-
ing machine learning systems” (Casey et al., 2019). Thereby, 
regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) in the European Union impose an extensive ‘right to 
explanation’ for automated data processing systems in gen-
eral and thereby lay the foundation to enforce algorithmic 
auditing in companies. In particular, algorithmic auditing 
is highly relevant for domain experts, managers and data 
scientists that utilize the language models’ predictions for 
business-critical decisions or implementations and need to 
justify their actions. This is especially the case for application 
scenarios (AS) in electronic markets, as exemplarily outlined 
in the following and captured later on:

• eCommerce (AS1): In eCommerce, BERT is used to con-
duct token-level classification in the course of sentiment 

analyses of online consumer reviews on online platforms 
such as Airbnb, Yelp or TripAdvisor for product develop-
ment, services offerings and forecasting future demand 
(Heidari & Rafatirad, 2020; Shrestha et al., 2021; S. Xu 
et al., 2020). Since these analyses and decisions have 
large impacts, they require additional validation checks 
and justifications, far beyond measuring only the pre-
diction accuracy of BERT. For instance, it needs to be 
ensured that specific groups of consumers are not dis-
criminated against by assigning a negative sentiment to 
certain countries, ethnicities or genders.

• Chatbots (AS2): In applications in consumer services 
(Luo et al., 2022), BERT-based chatbots conduct direct 
consumer interaction and embody the company’s voice. 
Thereby, reconstructions and justifications regarding 
the underlying BERT model are mandatory to prevent 
unhelpful, rude or misleading dialogues and thus, to sup-
port consumer satisfaction.

• Financial applications (AS3): BERT descendants such as 
FinBERT (Yang et al., 2020) enable token-level classifica-
tions of financial entities, sentiments and their relations from 
texts such as social media posts (e.g., tweets from CEOs or 
other experts) or contract documents. The extracted infor-
mation is used for key tasks in finance such as accounting, 
auditing, compliance and risk assessment. Furthermore, 
language models enable to automatically process millions 
of documents as contained in data leaks such as the Panama 
Papers (O’Donovan et al., 2019) for tax fraud detection. In 
particular, if legal actions are initiated based on predictions 
from language models (e.g., tax prosecution based on data 
leaks), validation checks are mandatory.

• Online recruiting (AS4): Supporting text analytics of 
application documents (Schiller, 2019), language mod-
els such as BERT enable pre-processing und pre-filtering 
of applications and candidates on online job platforms. 
Here, auditing and validation are required as such auto-
mated recruitment may lead to discrimination (e.g., by 
gender or origin; Dastin, 2018). Reconstructions of mod-
els help to avoid such discriminations.

These application scenarios show that it is crucial to 
reconstruct BERT’s predictions to be able to justify the deci-
sions based thereon. Here, the reconstructions and explana-
tions in these scenarios are required on a global level as in 
all those application scenarios the predictions of language 
models are used in ongoing operations on a daily basis. This 
means that a vast number of decisions are made based on 
these predictions day-by-day for newly generated and hitherto 
unknown textual data (e.g., chatbots or review summariza-
tions are applied in real-time on consumer texts). Therefore, 
it is not feasible to use local approaches for reconstruc-
tion, as this would require huge efforts for manual checks 
of each local reconstruction and could practically only be 
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done a-posteriori if at all. Therefore, global approaches are 
essential for reconstructions of language model predictions 
in many applications. Here, we focus on global reconstruc-
tions of BERT’s predictions for token-level classifications in 
this work, since this constitutes popular application scenarios 
of BERT (e.g., AS1, AS3) and since BERT also establishes 
text representations based on tokens. Moreover, as Zafar 
et al. (2021) and Yan et al. (2022) indicate, a reconstruction 
approach for token-level classifications can also serve as a 
basis for reconstructions of coarser classification tasks, for 
instance, for sentence-level classifications (e.g., AS2, AS4).

A promising way to obtain such a reconstruction and thus 
justify BERT’s predictions is to conduct a rule-based XAI 
approach. On the one hand, rules are highly concrete, which 
also has been emphasized by Förster et al. (2020a) as decisive 
XAI characteristic. Indeed, studies have shown that users “pre-
fer, trust and understand rules better than alternatives” (Ribeiro 
et al., 2018; cf. also Arrieta et al., 2020). On the other hand, 
rule-based approaches preserve the AI model itself and thus, 
its high performance, while offering post-hoc reconstructions 
for explanations (Adadi and Berrada, 2018). Here, local rule-
based approaches focus on explaining each prediction for a 
specific input separately, for instance, by using specific words 
to predict the sentiment term in a single sentence of an online 
consumer review. In contrast, global approaches aim at recon-
structing the model’s predictions as a whole (Danilevsky et al., 
2020). A global approach ideally requires a smaller rule set for 
reconstructing multiple predictions of a language model com-
pared to local approaches that establish a separate and highly 
specific rule for each individual prediction and therefore are 
not really generalizable (Danilevsky et al., 2020).

To enable such a global approach, our idea is to build 
rules based on linguistic information (so-called linguistic 
rules) which generalize specific words and sentences and 
can be modeled by NLP building blocks such as part-of-
speech tags or dependency relations (Qi et al., 2020). Using 
NLP building blocks instead of single words as rule argu-
ments is promising for global reconstruction, as they allow 
for rule arguments and rules analyzing (much) more than, for 
instance, one single sentence in an online consumer review. 
Moreover, NLP relation building blocks allow to account 
for the contextual information in a sentence (i.e., relations 
between words), which is crucial for the reconstruction of 
language model predictions for token-level classifications, 
since language models also use contextual information. 
Thus, we focus on the following main research question:

RQ1: How can language model predictions for token-
level classifications be globally reconstructed by means 
of an XAI approach based on linguistic rules?

Analogous to local reconstructions, a global reconstruc-
tion has to be analyzed regarding its fidelity (Danilevsky 

et  al., 2020; Gilpin et  al., 2018) and comprehensibility 
(Guidotti et al., 2018). In case of rule-based approaches, 
the comprehensibility of the rule set depends on the com-
plexity (with respect to the length of the rules; cf. Guidotti 
et al., 2018) and the generalizability (words vs. NLP build-
ing blocks as discussed above) of the rules. Thereby, our 
approach allows for different setups regarding the com-
prehensibility of the rule set (e.g., by varying rule length), 
which is in general outlined as an important requirement of 
an XAI approach (Gilpin et al., 2018). This enables to ana-
lyze the trade-off between these two objectives in a recon-
struction, which further supports adoption in IS. Thus, the 
second research question is as follows:

RQ2: How can the trade-off between fidelity and compre-
hensibility of global reconstructions of language model 
predictions by linguistic rules be analyzed?

Hence, our contribution is twofold: (1) We are the first to 
propose a global XAI approach for reconstructing predic-
tions of language models by linguistic rules. In particular, 
(2) this paper is thus the first to analyze the trade-off between 
fidelity and comprehensibility (i.e., complexity and general-
izability) in this setting.

For our analysis, we focus on the highly relevant tasks 
of aspect term detection and sentiment term detection in 
online consumer reviews. To that end, we use two recog-
nized online consumer review datasets from the domains 
of laptops and restaurants to account for different types of 
goods (i.e., laptops as search goods and restaurants as expe-
rience goods). We find that our linguistic rules are indeed 
suited for a global reconstruction of BERT’s predictions in 
online consumer reviews and in particular allow for balanced 
setups with respect to the trade-off between comprehensibil-
ity and fidelity of the reconstruction.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The 
next section presents the background of our research. Sub-
sequently, we discuss how to globally reconstruct language 
models such as BERT with linguistic rules. Thereafter, we 
analyze different global reconstructions of BERT, discuss 
their results and outline implications for research and prac-
tice. Finally, we summarize the paper and provide an outlook 
on future research directions.

Background

In this section, we first outline which different types of XAI 
approaches exist in the context of language models. Sec-
ond, several NLP building blocks recognized by literature 
are introduced forming the basis for our approach. The sec-
tion concludes with a discussion of related work yielding the 
addressed research gap.
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Types of XAI approaches in the context of language 
models

To clarify the notion of XAI (i.e., what explainable AI really 
means), a characterization in opaque systems, interpretable 
systems and comprehensible systems has been proposed 
(Doran et al., 2017). Here, opaque systems offer no insights 
into the system’s reasoning on how inputs are mapped to 
the corresponding outputs. In that line, modern language 
models such as BERT are opaque systems, as it is not pos-
sible to comprehend its mappings, for instance, compris-
ing over 100 million learned parameter values in the case 
of BERT. Based on that, there are two separate notions of 
addressing this problem. First, interpretable systems allow 
to understand how inputs are mapped to outputs by subdivid-
ing the mapping. This is not feasible for language models 
such as BERT due to its large amount of parameters and 
layers, which results in highly complex concatenated func-
tions (Devlin et al., 2019). Second, comprehensible systems 
allow to relate properties of the inputs, for instance, single 
terms of an input sentence, to their output such as a clas-
sification of sentiment terms (Doran et al., 2017). While 
research in both areas is important, it has to be pointed out 
that the resulting XAI approaches are not “actually” explana-
tion systems (Doran et al., 2017). For instance, rule-based 
approaches mostly give insights on how, but not why specific 
predictions are made (Doran et al., 2017). That is, causality 
cannot be directly established. To account for these differ-
ent notions, we deliberately refer to “reconstructing” BERT 
rather than “explaining” in this paper.

Related to the two notions of interpretable and compre-
hensible systems, there are, in general, two main approaches 
in XAI (Adadi and Berrada 2018): On the one hand, intrin-
sic XAI approaches ‘force’ the AI model (during training) 
to produce interpretable mappings from input to output 
(Adadi and Berrada 2018). The drawback of these intrinsic 
approaches is that they are limited in the type of interpreta-
tions they can provide, as they need to restrict the model to 
obtain interpretable mappings, thus usually worsening the 
model’s performance (Adadi and Berrada 2018). Due to its 
complexity, BERT would have to be extremely simplified to 
enable interpretable mappings. On the other hand, post-hoc 
XAI approaches aim to comprehensibly reconstruct the map-
pings from input to output of an AI model. These approaches 
do not require to restrict the model during training (Adadi 
and Berrada 2018). Here, a popular method is rule extrac-
tion, since rules can potentially exhibit a high degree of 
comprehensibility (Ribeiro et al., 2018). In general, there 
are two categories of rule extraction techniques (Adadi and 
Berrada 2018): 1) Decompositional rule extraction aims at 
extracting rules at selected, often single nodes within a neu-
ral network. To comprehend the predictions of a language 
model, it is then necessary to concatenate multiple extracted 

rules for various hidden layers. Thus, the drawback of this 
technique is that concatenations of rules are highly complex 
for deep neural networks such as BERT (Augasta & Kathir-
valavakumar, 2012). Since the resulting rules would again 
be difficult to comprehend, decompositional rule extraction 
is not feasible for comprehensibly reconstructing language 
models. 2) In contrast, pedagogical rule extraction aims at 
extracting rules considering only the inputs and outputs. 
In particular, rules are extracted based on properties of the 
inputs and the corresponding outputs to reconstruct the map-
pings of the AI model. Thus, this approach can contribute to 
a comprehensible reconstruction even for language models 
such as BERT, since the extracted rules do not have to be 
concatenated through the various hidden layers.

Additionally, a further important differentiation 
within post-hoc XAI research is between global and 
local approaches (Danilevsky et al., 2020). Here, global 
approaches aim at reconstructing the predictions of an AI 
model by means of one single global model (Danilevsky 
et al., 2020). In contrast, local approaches create separate, 
highly specific reconstruction models for each prediction 
(e.g., in a single sentence of an online consumer review). 
To enable local reconstructions for IS text analytics appli-
cations, rules solely based on specific words are used by 
extant literature (e.g., Ribeiro et al., 2018). However, such 
rules lack the ability to generalize. In contrast, linguistic 
rules based on NLP building blocks are more promising for 
the global reconstruction of language models. Indeed, rule 
arguments with NLP building blocks generalize much better 
than rule arguments with specific words, and NLP relation 
building blocks enable to incorporate contextual informa-
tion, which is a main component of language models.

Both objectives fidelity and comprehensibility are crucial 
for global post-hoc XAI approaches (Arrieta et al., 2020; 
Guidotti et al., 2018; Szczepański et al., 2021). Indeed, on 
the one hand, a global reconstruction needs to match the 
predictions of an AI model to avoid false conclusions, which 
is measured by fidelity (Gilpin et al., 2018). On the other 
hand, comprehensibility (i.e., complexity and generalizabil-
ity; commonly measured in terms of model size) enables the 
use of the reconstruction (Guidotti et al., 2018). Thus, we 
analyze the reconstruction of BERT regarding its fidelity and 
its comprehensibility and strive to enable different setups 
between the two objectives.

NLP building blocks

To enable a reconstruction using linguistic rules, our idea 
is to use different semantical and syntactical NLP build-
ing blocks (cf. Introduction). Thus, we briefly outline NLP 
building blocks that are widely recognized in the literature 
(Fellbaum, 2013; Kamps et al., 2004; Tenney et al., 2019b) 
and that constitute a basis for our reconstruction. Table 1 
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summarizes these different building blocks. Thereby, the 
column ‘type’ characterizes a building block as tag or rela-
tion (as described in the following). In addition, the column 
‘linguistic information’ shows whether a building block pro-
vides semantic or syntactic information. For each building 
block, an example is given in the last column.

A tag building block provides tag labels for selected 
tokens (e.g., words or punctuation marks) of a sentence. 
Tag labels describe a certain syntactic or semantic infor-
mation of tokens in consideration of the whole sentence. 
Part-of-speech (POS) tags provide information on the syn-
tactic structure of a sentence. Thereby, the POS tag, such 
as noun (NN), adjective (JJ) or verb (VB), is assigned to 
a single token. The building block synsets (SYN) consid-
ers the semantic information of tokens. In particular, SYN 
labels (e.g., derived from the lexical database WordNet) 
indicate words which share the same or a similar meaning 
(Fellbaum, 2013) taking into account its word context in a 
sentence.

A relation building block provides a label for a pair of 
tokens in a sentence describing a certain syntactic or seman-
tic relation between these tokens. These relation building 
blocks enable to account for the contextual information in 
a sentence (i.e., the relation between tokens in a sentence), 
which is crucial for a reconstruction of BERT as BERT also 
considers contextual information. A basic syntactic informa-
tion is the distance between two tokens, which is covered by 
the proximity (PROX) building block. For instance, if two 
tokens are next to each other in a sentence, their distance 
is 1. Dependencies (DEP) also link two tokens based on 
their syntactical relationship, such as the adjectival modifier 
(amod) or nominal subject (nsubj) dependencies (Manning 
et al., 2014). Semantic information is provided by the build-
ing blocks semantic role labeling (SRL) and coreference 
(COREF). SRL relations identify combinations of predicates 
and semantic arguments in a sentence (Tenney et al. 2019b). 
COREF links two tokens referring to the same entity (Ten-
ney et al. 2019a; b). Consequently, information referring to 
one part of the relation can be traced back to the other part.

Related work

Our goal is to reconstruct the language model BERT by 
means of linguistic (pedagogical) rules composed of NLP 
building blocks. Hence, XAI approaches analyzing language 
models regarding NLP building blocks (category A), XAI 
approaches analyzing pedagogical rules for reconstruct-
ing language models (category B) and XAI approaches for 
language models based on other techniques (category C) 
constitute the related work. In contrast, general rule-based 
XAI approaches (cf. Adadi and Berrada 2018) and XAI 
approaches (Ramon et al., 2020; Sushil et al., 2018) relying 
on a simple ‘bag-of-words’ analysis – both without any focus 
on language models – are not in the scope for our research.

Ad category A): Several existing works analyze language 
models by using their (contextualized) word embeddings 
or internal states as input to predict NLP building blocks 
(Coenen et al., 2019; Hewitt & Manning, 2019; Jumelet & 
Hupkes, 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Peters et al., 2018b; Tenney 
et al., 2019a; Tenney et al. 2019b; Van Aken et al., 2019). 
Then, the quality of these predictions is used as an indica-
tion whether a certain NLP building block is encoded in 
particular word embeddings (i.e., vector representations) 
or specific layers of the language models. That is, instead 
of reconstructing predictions of language models for NLP 
tasks in IS (e.g., sentiment term detection), an analysis of the 
general word embeddings themselves is aimed for in these 
works. For instance, different NLP building blocks have 
been predicted by word embeddings of the language models 
ELMo (Peters et al. 2018b) and BERT (Tenney et al. 2019a; 
b). However, the aim of our research is a different one. As 
discussed in the Introduction, our focus is to better compre-
hend BERT’s predictions on NLP tasks in IS, for instance, 
to be able to justify decisions made based on its results. To 
enable that, it is necessary to reconstruct the predictions of 
BERT for relevant NLP tasks (such as the extracted senti-
ment terms in online consumer reviews), since these predic-
tions and not particular word embeddings in form of vector 
representations are the foundation for further decisions. In 

Table 1  Overview of NLP building blocks

Building block Type Linguistic 
informa-
tion

Example labels for the sentence “The waiter of The Burger House was nice,  
he smiled at us.”

Part-of-speech tags (POS) Tags Syntactic POS-label (“waiter”) = NN (Noun)
Synsets (SYN) Tags Semantic SYN-label (“nice”) = nice.a.01 (Synset description: “pleasant or pleasing or agreeable in 

nature or appearance”)
Dependencies (DEP) Relations Syntactic DEP-label (“waiter”, “nice”) = amod (adjectival modifier)
Semantic role labeling (SRL) Relations Semantic SRL-label (“he”, “smiled”) = agent-predicate-relation
Coreferences (COREF) Relations Semantic COREF-label (“waiter”, “he”) = True (referring to the same entity)
Proximity (PROX) Relations Syntactic PROX-label (“waiter”, “nice”) = 6
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that line, none of the approaches in this category considers 
pedagogical rules to enable a reconstruction of predictions 
of a language model for NLP tasks in IS.

Ad category B): There also exist recent, interesting works 
that analyze language models by means of pedagogical rules 
in a local manner (i.e., for single predictions). In Ribeiro 
et al. (2018), individual predictions of simple recurrent 
neural network-based language models are reconstructed 
by separate if–then rules. Building on this work, BERT’s 
predictions in an application of fake news detection on social 
media are analyzed in Szczepański et al. (2021). Both works 
hardly incorporate contextual information for reconstruc-
tions. That is, only information of the previous token is 
considered to obtain local reconstruction rules. Thus, both 
works consider only short rules of low complexity. In addi-
tion, rules based on individual tokens (e.g., specific words) 
are used. Hence, both works do not discuss the composition 
of tag and relation building blocks when extracting rules 
for reconstruction and as a result, the proposed rules exhibit 
only low generalizability. In particular, relation building 
blocks such as DEP or COREF, which enable rules to com-
prise vital contextual information, are not considered.

Ad category C): Moreover, local non-rule-based XAI 
approaches have been proposed to reason language model 
predictions. In Malkiel et al. (2022), saliency maps are used 
to reason similarity predictions of online consumer reviews 
by a BERT-based model, aiming to highlight important 
word-pairs for specific similarity predictions. Moreover, 
different visualizations with respect to neuron activations 
in the hidden layers have been applied to reason specific 
language model predictions (Brasoveanu & Andonie, 2022). 
In Kokalj et al. (2021), the known feature importance XAI 
approach ‘shapley additive explanations’ (Lundberg & Lee, 
2017) has been adapted to account for the contextualized 
(token-based) text representation in language models. Fur-
ther, approaches based on the attention weights in language 
models have been recently proposed (Ali et al., 2022; S. 
Liu et al., 2021), similarly establishing feature importance 
scores for language model predictions. As an application 
case, these approaches aim to determine important words for 
sentence sentiment classifications of a BERT-based model. 
However, all of these works focus on local reconstructions, 
for instance, for individual sentences, for which they do not 
consider NLP building blocks. That is, global (token-level) 
reconstructions by linguistic rules are out of their scope.

Overall, while the approaches in category A) give inter-
esting indications on how NLP building blocks may be 
encoded in contextualized word embeddings, they do not 
enable to reconstruct the predictions of language models in 
NLP tasks in IS. In contrast, the approaches in category B) 
indeed analyze rules for reconstructing specific predictions, 
but only enable local reconstructions and do not incorpo-
rate different NLP building blocks comprising contextual 

linguistic information. Thus, they exhibit only low gener-
alizability. Similarly, the approaches in category C) focus 
on reasoning specific language model predictions locally by 
non-rule-based approaches and do not incorporate different 
NLP building blocks either.

Summing up, there are very interesting contributions in 
the field of XAI regarding language models. However, litera-
ture lacks an approach for global reconstructions of language 
model predictions for NLP tasks in IS (e.g., sentiment term 
detection in online consumer reviews) based on pedagogical 
rules. To address this research gap, this paper proposes, to 
the best of our knowledge, the first global XAI approach for 
reconstructing token-level language model predictions by 
linguistic (pedagogical) rules. In particular, this paper is thus 
the first to enable an analysis of the trade-off between fidelity 
and comprehensibility (i.e., complexity and generalizability) 
in this setting.

Global reconstruction of BERT with linguistic 
rules

In this section, we introduce our approach by postulating 
the formal structure of linguistic rules for the global recon-
struction of BERT’s predictions and then outline appropriate 
measures to analyze this reconstruction.

Formal structure of linguistic rules 
for reconstructing BERT’s predictions

We begin by deriving the formal structure of linguistic 
rules. Thereby, for illustration purpose, the language model 
BERT is applied for the token classification tasks aspect 
term detection and sentiment term detection that are fre-
quently used in online consumer reviews (Dai & Song, 2019; 
Sun et al., 2019; H. Xu et al. 2019). More precisely, each 
sentence in a document comprises a string value and can be 
split up by tokenization into disjunct substrings (so-called 
tokens), which have a linguistic meaning, such as (sub)words 
or punctuation marks. The precise tokenization of sentences 
depends on specific tokenization policies. For this work, we 
used w. l. o. g. the widely applied tokenization of the python 
package NLTK (cf. https:// www. nltk. org). The goal of the 
token classification tasks performed by BERT is to assign 
class labels to such tokens. For example, the second token 
‘fish’ in the tokenized sentence (‘The’, ‘fish’, ‘was’, ‘good’, 
‘!’) is assigned with the class label ASP indicating an aspect 
term. The following postulates P1)-P3) provide the founda-
tion for linguistic rules based on NLP building blocks, which 
enable a global reconstruction of BERT's predictions (i.e., 
the predicted class labels for the tokens of a sentence).

P1) “Label assignments”: In our approach, we assign 
labels only to single tokens or token pairs. Hence, we do not 

https://www.nltk.org
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consider label assignments for whole sentences, documents 
nor for single character values. This focus is promising for 
reconstructing BERT, as BERT internally also establishes 
text representations on a token level.

P1.1) “tag label assignments”: A tag building block 
tbb ∈ TBB (where TBB is the set of tag building blocks) 
assigns at most one tag label tbb(ti) ∈ Ltbb to a token ti ( Ltbb 
is the set of all labels from tbb ). For instance, the tag build-
ing block POS with LPOS = {NN,VB, JJ,…} assigns the 
label POS

(
t2
)
== NN (= ‘noun’) to the token t2 =‘fish’ in 

the exemplary sentence above.
P1.2) “Relation label assignments”: A relation 

building block rbb ∈ RBB (where RBB is the set of rela-
tion building blocks) assigns at most one relation label 
rbb(ti, tj) ∈ Lrbb to a token pair 

(
ti, tj

)
 ( Lrbb is the set of all 

labels from rbb ). For example, the relation building block 
DEP with LDEP = {amod, nsubj,…} assigns the label 
DEP

(
t2, t4

)
== nsubj (= ‘nominal subject’) to the token 

pair 
(
t2, t4

)
 = (‘fish’, ‘good’). In particular, relation building 

blocks enable to capture contextual information in a sen-
tence, which is a main component of language models such 
as BERT.

P1.3) “Class label assignments”: BERT assigns a class 
label l

�

(
ti
)
∈ L

�
 to each token ti ( L� is the set of all class 

labels in a token classification task � ). For instance, in the 
aspect  term detection task with class labels 
LASP =

{
ASP,ASP

}
 , the token t2 =‘fish’ is assigned with 

the class label ASP by BERT indicating that ‘fish’ is an 
aspect term.

P2) “Feasible aRguments FoR Rules”: In our approach, 
feasible arguments in the antecedent and consequents of a 
rule only reference to labels for tokens or token pairs as 
postulated in P1).

P2.1) “Feasible aRguments in Rule antecedents”: A fea-
sible argument in the rule antecedent only contains condi-
tions regarding tag labels of tokens (cf. P1.1)) and relation 
labels of token pairs (cf. P1.2)).

P2.2) “Feasible aRguments in Rule consequents”: A fea-
sible argument in the rule consequent only contains class 
label assignments of tokens (cf. P1.3). Considering the clas-
sification task of sentiment term detection, the argument 
lSENT

(
t4
)
→ SENT  assigns the class label SENT  to the token 

t4 =‘good’, indicating that ‘good’ is labelled as a sentiment 
term by BERT in the sentence ‘The fish was good!’.

P3) “ConFlicting classiFication Results oF multiple 
Rules”: Multiple rules R1,… ,RnR

 ( nR ∈ ℕ ) may result in 
conflicting classification results l1

�

(
ti
)
,… , l

nR
�

(
ti
)
∈ L

�
 for 

the same token ti . To resolve such conflicting classification 
results for a token ti , it is sensible to assign the class of the 
rule with the highest precision (cf. next section).

Given the postulates P1)-P3), the structure of linguistic 
rules can be defined. A linguistic rule R is an “if–then-else” 

rule in the form of IF antecedent THEN “then”-consequent 
(ELSE “else”-consequent). Here, the antecedent is an arbi-
trary combination of feasible arguments as postulated in 
P2.1) by means of logical operators such as AND (i.e., “ ∧”), 
OR (i.e., “ ∨ ”) and NOT (i.e., “ ¬”). Further, each “then”-con-
sequent and each “else”-consequent consists of one feasible 
argument as postulated in P2.2). Thus, a rule R outputs the 
class assignments of the “then”-consequent in case that the 
antecedent is tRue (otherwise and if an “else”-consequent is 
contained in the rule, it outputs the class assignments of the 
“else”-consequent). Moreover, rules can be characterized by 
their length, which is given by the number of tokens that are 
connected by a relation building block in the antecedent of 
a rule. A brief example of a rule of length two is given by:

IF ([POS(ti
)
== NN

]
∨ ¬

[
POS

(
tj
)
== VB

])
∧
[
DEP

(
ti, tj

)
== nsubj

]

THEN lASP
(
ti
)
→ ASP

This rule can be applied to the tokenized sentence (‘The’, 
‘fish’, ‘was’, ‘good’, ‘!’) from above. For this sentence, the 
antecedent of the rule is only tRue if ti = t2 =‘fish’ and 
tj = t4 =‘good’. For any other selection of ti and tj , the ante-
cedent is False since only the token pair (‘fish’, ‘good’) has 
the relation “nsubj” in this sentence. Hence, this linguistic 
rule correctly detects the aspect term ‘fish’. Rules of the 
outlined formal structure based on the postulates P1)-P3) 
constitute the foundation for our approach for reconstruct-
ing BERT.

Assessing fidelity and comprehensibility of global 
reconstructions

To globally reconstruct BERT, all predictions of BERT for a 
token classification task have to be considered. Here, fidelity 
and comprehensibility are the most relevant measures (cf. 
Section “Types of XAI approaches in the context of lan-
guage models”) and assessing both measures is required to 
analyze the trade-off between fidelity and comprehensibility. 
Since we focus on global reconstructions of language mod-
els, we outline in detail how both measures can be assessed 
for global reconstructions in the following.

To measure fidelity, we consider the predictions of BERT 
for each class label. More precisely, the set of token ids (i.e., 
the positions of tokens in the text corpus) predicted by BERT 
as class C ∈ L

�
 is given by IC,BERT =

{
i ∈ I|lBERT

(
ti
)
= C

}
 , 

where I is the set of all token ids. These token ids IC,BERT 
are used as the basis for extracting the linguistic rules on 
training data Itrain,C,BERT and validation data Ivalidation,C,BERT as 
well as for assessing their fidelity of globally reconstructing 
BERT on test data Itest,C,BERT . Once a set Σ of linguistic rules 
is extracted, the F1 score is appropriate to assess the fidel-
ity of the rule set (Sushil et al., 2018) as - in contrast to the 
accuracy measure - it accounts for imbalanced class distribu-
tions. The F1 score (i.e., based on precision and recall) of 
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the rule set Σ for reconstructing BERT’s predictions IC,BERT 
is given by:

Here, Itest,C,Σ =
{
i ∈ Itest|lΣ

(
ti
)
== C

}
 is the set of token 

ids from the test data that are assigned with class C by the 
rule set Σ . In case of multiclass classification the fidelity 
is then assessed by the average F1 score per class label 
C , denoted as F1(Σ) (i.e., by the macro-averaged F1 score 
(Sushil et al., 2018)). In contrast to the regular formulas for 
classifier evaluation, which aim to evaluate the predictions 
of a classifier regarding the true class labels, the formulas 
(1)-(3) enable to evaluate the linguistic rules regarding the 
predicted class labels by BERT and hence, to assess the 
fidelity of reconstructing BERT by certain sets of linguistic 
rules Σ.

In contrast to the comprehensibility of local reconstruc-
tions (e.g., complexity of single rules), literature suggests to 
assess the comprehensibility of a global reconstruction by 
its model size (Guidotti et al., 2018). Since our model is a 
set of rules Σ , both the number of rules NR(Σ) in the rule set 
and the number of unique argument values NUAV(Σ) in the 
antecedents in the rule set (Vilone & Longo, 2021) deter-
mine its comprehensibility. These measures are given by:

Here, AAV = L
POS

∪ L
SYN

∪ L
DEP

∪ L
SRL

∪ L
COREF

∪ L
PROX

 is the 
set of all argument values of all NLP building blocks. For 
both measures, a lower value indicates higher comprehen-
sibility. That is, we leverage two different measures which 
capture two important perspectives on comprehensibility. 
Overall, based on the measures (1) – (5) the fidelity and 
comprehensibility of global reconstructions can be assessed.

Analysis

In this section we analyze the reconstruction of BERT’s pre-
dictions by our approach. First, we outline the selected tasks, 
datasets and the conducted automated extraction of linguis-
tic rules for global reconstruction. Then, we demonstrate 
how our approach based on linguistic rules can reconstruct 

(1)PrC(Σ) =
||Itest,C,BERT ∩ Itest,C,Σ

||
||Itest,C,Σ||

(2)RecC(Σ) =
||Itest,C,BERT ∩ Itest,C,Σ

||
||Itest,C,BERT ||

(3)F1C(Σ) =
2 ∗ PrC(Σ) ∗ RecC(Σ)

PrC(Σ) + RecC(Σ)

(4)NR(Σ) = |Σ|

(5)NUAV(Σ) = |{v ∈ AAV|∃R ∈ Σ ∶ v ∈ R}|

predictions of BERT. After that, we present and discuss the 
results as well as implications for research and practice.

Task selection, data preparation and rule extraction

For a meaningful analysis of the reconstruction of BERT’s 
predictions, we selected the NLP tasks aspect term detection 
and sentiment term detection as these tasks are frequently 
analyzed in the IS field and constitute common applications 
for BERT and text analytics (Dai and Song, 2019; Sun et al., 
2019; H. Xu et al., 2019), in particular in electronic markets 
(Chatterjee et al., 2021; Steur et al., 2022). Also, we chose 
two publicly available datasets that exhibit different charac-
teristics – with restaurants reviews from the platform Yelp 
(Yelp Dataset Challenge; cf. https:// www. yelp. com/ datas et) 
as experience goods vs. laptop reviews from the platform 
Amazon (Ni et al., 2019) as search goods – to enable broader 
insights independent of specific item domains. To extract lin-
guistic rules based on the formal structure postulated in the 
previous section, we used state-of-the-art toolkits for annotat-
ing both datasets with the NLP building blocks discussed in 
Section “NLP building blocks” and leveraged and extended 
rule generation and rule selection techniques from the litera-
ture. The following paragraphs provide more details.

The goal of aspect term detection and sentiment term 
detection is to classify tokens in online consumer reviews 
that express aspects or sentiments. An aspect term (e.g., 
‘laptop screen’) represents an item aspect for which an opin-
ion polarity is expressed by a sentiment term (e.g., ‘very 
good’) (Sun et al., 2019). The task of token classification is 
to assign a class label C ∈ L

�
 (i.e., LASP =

{
ASP,ASP

}
 and 

LSENT =

{
SENT , SENT

}
 ) to tokens of a sentence. To con-

duct aspect term detection and sentiment term detection, we 
used the publicly available state-of-the-art language model 
BERT. In particular, we used pre-trained BERT models, 
which were specifically adapted to the domains of restaurant 
reviews and laptop reviews, respectively (H. Xu et al., 2019). 
We fine-tuned these BERT models for the tasks aspect term 
and sentiment term detection on both domains using the 
publicly available, labeled dataset SemEval2014 provided 
by Fan et al. (2019). After that, the fine-tuned BERT models 
were used in this work to predict aspect terms and sentiment 
terms in the two review datasets. That is, the tokens of both 
review datasets were assigned with the class labels of 
BERT’s predictions. An overview of the (randomly sampled) 
dataset excerpts used for analysis, including the predictions 
of BERT regarding both tasks, is given in Table 2.

For annotation of NLP building blocks on these data-
sets, we used the state-of-the-art toolkits Stanza (Qi et al., 
2020) and AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) as well as the 
lexical database WordNet (Fellbaum, 2013). More pre-
cisely, POS tags and DEP relations were annotated based 

https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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on Stanza, SRL relations and COREF relations based on 
AllenNLP; PROX relations were directly tangible and 
SYN tags could be extracted from WordNet.

To prepare the datasets for the analysis, we randomly 
split the sentences of the datasets into 65% training data, 
15% validation data and 20% test data. Then, the extraction 
of linguistic rules comprises two steps. Firstly, automated 
rule generation determines linguistic rules that appear at 
minimum ten times in the training data to avoid rules that 
are only applicable for very few and highly specific sen-
tences. Secondly, the rule selection assembles a subset of 
these linguistic rules by iteratively adding rules to a (ini-
tially empty) rule set if the F1 score of the rule set is thereby 
enhanced on the validation data (Q. Liu et al., 2015).

To conduct the extraction of rules, we used and extended 
existing techniques for automated rule generation (Dai and 
Song 2019) and automated rule selection (Q. Liu et al., 2015) 
to enable an integration and combination of different NLP 
building blocks. That is, Dai and Song (2019) proposed a rule 
generation algorithm for aspect and sentiment term extraction 
based on POS tags and DEP relations, which we extended to 
allow for further NLP building blocks – including the com-
bination of different NLP building blocks – in a single rule. 
Based on further extensions to allow for an evaluation of 
these rules and the generated rule sets by means of precision 
and recall on validation data, the automated rule selection 
approach of Q. Liu et al. (2015) could be applied.

Then, we assessed the F1 score of the extracted set of 
linguistic rules on the test data. To assess comprehensibility 
of the extracted rules, we focused on rules with antecedents 
containing at most two arguments regarding tag building 
blocks and at most one argument regarding a relation build-
ing block. Hence, the rules are of at most length two. In that 
line, we only used the logical operator “AND” to preserve 
comprehensibility (Askira-Gelman, 1998).

We made the annotated datasets and our source code 
available at https:// github. com/ BertR ules/ Global_ recon struc 
tion_ of_ langu age_ models_ with_ lingu istic_ rules.

Demonstration of reconstructing BERT’s predictions 
with linguistic rules

Before discussing the results based on the introduced data-
sets and tasks, we give a brief preliminary demonstration of 
how our approach based on linguistic rules can be utilized 
to reconstruct predictions of BERT. Thereby, we consider 
the following three exemplary sentences of real restaurant 
reviews and highlight the extracted sentiment terms of BERT 
by bold font: “The Homeburger was huge.”, “Moreover, John 
is friendly and welcoming.”, “Overall, the BurgerBarn is 
amazing.”. A linguistic rule proposed by our approach that 
reconstructs these predicted sentiment terms is given by:

IF [POS(ti
)
== NNP

]
∧
[
POS

(
tk
)
== JJ

]
∧
[
DEP

(
ti, tk

)
== nsubj

]

THEN lSENT
(
tk
)
→ SENT

This single rule detects the adjectives (“JJ”), which are 
in a nominal subject relation (“nsubj”) with a proper noun 
(“NNP”), as sentiment terms. The application of this rule for 
the three sentences is given in Table 3.

As illustrated in Table 3, the rule reconstructs the senti-
ment terms detected by BERT in these example sentences 
and constitutes a generalizing, plausible rule, which is 
important for online consumer reviews, as special product/
service names or attributes (e.g., special dishes or waiters 
in restaurant reviews) are often referenced by proper nouns. 
Overall, this rule alone already reconstructs around 350 sen-
timent terms in the restaurant dataset with a precision of 
89% with respect to BERT’s predictions. In contrast, recon-
structing these sentiment terms by means of rules with spe-
cific tokens instead of NLP tag building blocks, a separate 
rule for each instantiation in Table 3 would be required for 
each of the sentiment terms. For instance, the rule.

IF
 [

TOKEN
(
ti
)
== John

]
∧
[
TOKEN

(
tk
)
== friendly

]
∧
[
DEP

(
ti, tk

)
== nsubj

]

THEN lSENT
(
tk
)
→ SENT

is obviously highly specific and cannot reconstruct the 
sentiment terms ‘huge, ‘welcoming’ or ‘amazing’. There-
fore, this example emphasizes that linguistic rules with NLP 
building blocks enable to achieve higher generalizability for 

Table 2  Datasets for analysis

Dataset characteristic Restaurants (Yelp reviews) Laptops (Amazon reviews)

# of sentences 150,000 150,000
# of tokens 2,320,726 2,575,492
# of predicted aspect tokens by BERT 230,505 236,692
# of predicted sentiment tokens by BERT 186,204 166,109
Relative frequency of predicted aspect 

tokens by BERT (relative to # of tokens or 
# of sentences)

0.099 (rel. to tokens); 1.537 (rel. to sentences) 0.092 (rel. to tokens); 1.578 (rel. to sentences)

Relative frequency of predicted sentiment 
tokens by BERT (relative to # of tokens or 
# of sentences)

0.080 (rel. to tokens); 1.241 (rel. to sentences) 0.064 (rel. to tokens); 1.107 (rel. to sentences)

https://github.com/BertRules/Global_reconstruction_of_language_models_with_linguistic_rules
https://github.com/BertRules/Global_reconstruction_of_language_models_with_linguistic_rules
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a reconstruction of the predictions of language models (e.g., 
in online consumer reviews).

Results

In this section, we present the results of the proposed 
approach for the reconstruction of BERT’s predictions. In 
particular, we analyze the fidelity and the comprehensibility 
to which an extracted set of rules is able to globally recon-
struct BERT. As outlined in the Section “Assessing fidelity 
and comprehensibility of global reconstructions” in detail, 
we determined the fidelity by the F1 score between the token 
classification of the linguistic rules and BERT’s predic-
tions and assessed comprehensibility by NR and NUAV  . To 
account for the objectives of high fidelity and high compre-
hensibility, we consider four different setups of (low vs. high) 
rule complexity and (low vs. high) rule generalizability: To 
analyze rule complexity, we distinguish between “L1-rules” 
containing rules of length one and “L2-rules” compris-
ing rules of length at most two (i.e., every L1-rule is also 
a L2-rule, but not vice versa). We point out that L2-rules 
contain relation labels and thus consider contextual informa-
tion, while this is not possible for L1-rules. To analyze rule 
generalizability, we compare “rules with specific tokens” as 
arguments (low generalizability) against “rules with (only) 
NLP building blocks” (high generalizability). Given this, the 
comprehensibility of the four setups is shown in the Tables 4, 
5, 6 and 7 regarding both tasks on the respective datasets.

Discussion of the results

We elaborate on the major findings of applying our approach 
for global reconstruction of language model predictions by 
discussing the results related to the research questions RQ1 
and RQ2:

Ad RQ1: Our approach based on linguistic rules allows 
for the global reconstruction of language model predic-
tions (e.g., in online consumer reviews).

Our analysis shows that the predictions of BERT can be 
globally reconstructed by our approach with a fidelity of 
78%-82% based on L2-rules with tokens (i.e., rules with 
high complexity and low generalizability) on the consid-
ered tasks for online consumer reviews (cf. Tables 5 and 
7). In more detail, the recall of these global reconstruc-
tions (i.e., how many classified tokens of BERT could be 
reconstructed) ranges between 79%-83%, while the preci-
sion ranges between 76%-83%. This shows that incorpo-
rating relation building blocks by means of rules of length 
two, which enables capturing contextual information, is 
indeed helpful to globally reconstruct BERT’s predictions 
with higher fidelity. In comparison, the rule sets with NLP 
building blocks (i.e., rules with high generalizability) yield 
higher comprehensibility, which is indicated by low num-
bers of unique argument values (298 at most) compared to 
over 165,000 classified tokens by BERT. At the same time, 

Table 3  Application of a linguistic rule to reconstruct BERT’s predictions in exemplary sentences

Example sentence Application of the above linguistic rule

“The Homeburger was huge.” IF 
[
POS(Homeburger) == NNP

]
∧
[
POS(huge) == JJ

]
∧
[
DEP(Homeburger,huge) == nsubj

]

THEN lSENT (huge) → SENT

“Moreover, John is friendly and welcom-
ing.”

IF [POS(John) == NNP] ∧
[
POS(f riendly) == JJ

]
∧
[
DEP(John, f riendly) == nsubj

]

THEN lSENT (f riendly) → SENT

“Moreover, John is friendly and welcom-
ing.”

IF [POS(John) == NNP] ∧
[
POS(welcoming) == JJ

]
∧
[
DEP(John,welcoming) == nsubj

]

THEN lSENT (welcoming) → SENT

“Overall, the BurgerBarn is amazing.” IF 
[
POS(BurgerBarn) == NNP

]
∧
[
POS(amazing) == JJ

]
∧
[
DEP(BurgerBarn, amazing) == nsubj

]

THEN lSENT (amazing) → SENT

Table 4  Comprehensibility of the global reconstruction of BERT’s predictions for aspect term detection measured by NR ; NUAV

Aspect term detection Restaurants (Yelp reviews) Laptops (Amazon reviews)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low complexity (i.e., 
L1-rules)

1,169; 1,169 27; 27 944; 944 35; 35

High complexity (i.e., 
L2-rules)

9,770; 2,565 2,791; 237 9,004; 2,201 2,718; 298
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these rule sets also maintain fidelities of up to 70%. Here, 
it could be substantiated that the reconstruction of BERT’s 
predictions is constituted by transparent and well-general-
izing rules. For instance, the rule “IF a term is a synset of 
‘good’ and an adjectival modifier (DEP-relation ‘amod’) of 
a noun (POS-tag ‘NN’), THEN that token is labelled as 
a sentiment term by BERT.” achieved 99% precision and 
enables to reconstruct over 1,000 sentiment terms in the 
restaurant dataset. Furthermore, in an additional analysis, 
no discriminating factors such as specific synsets regarding 
gender, origin or neglected negative sentiments for specific 
products/services were detected. In total, this yields that our 
global reconstruction approach by means of linguistic rules 
is suitable to support algorithmic auditing including valida-
tion checks in application scenarios such as discussed in the 
introduction (AS1-4).

Ad RQ2: Our approach enables to establish a balanced 
trade-off between fidelity and comprehensibility.

As the proposed linguistic rules allow to vary their rule 
complexity (e.g., L2-rules vs. L1-rules) and their rule gener-
alizability (e.g., rules with NLP tag building blocks vs. spe-
cific tokens), it is possible to create setups for global recon-
structions with different comprehensibility (cf. Tables 4 
and  6). Our analysis of these setups shows that higher 
fidelity is achieved by reducing comprehensibility and vice 
versa. This yields that fidelity and comprehensibility are 
two conflicting objectives, which has also been a topic of 
discussion in general XAI literature (Arrieta et al., 2020; 
Gilpin et al., 2018). Indeed, the reconstruction by means of 
linguistic rules can either have a higher fidelity or a higher 
comprehensibility, while both objectives cannot be achieved 

Table 5  Fidelity of the global reconstruction of BERT’s predictions for aspect term detection

Fidelity is measured by F1 Score (numbers in parentheses indicate Precision, Recall)

Aspect term detection Restaurants (Yelp reviews) Laptops (Amazon reviews)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low complexity (i.e., 
L1-rules)

75.0% (75.5%,74.5%) 58.4% (44.1%,86.1%) 78.0% (80.1%,76.0%) 53.4% (38.9%,85.0%)

High complexity (i.e., 
L2-rules)

78.2% (75.6%,81.1%) 66.0% (56.9%,78.6%) 82.4% (82.1%,82.8%) 62.8% (55.3%,72.5%)

Table 6  Comprehensibility of the global reconstruction of BERT’s predictions for sentiment term detection measured by NR ; NUAV

Sentiment term detection Restaurants (Yelp reviews) Laptops (Amazon reviews)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low complexity (i.e., 
L1-rules)

757; 757 15; 15 700; 700 21; 21

High complexity (i.e., 
L2-rules)

5,627; 1,615 1,787; 258 5,491; 1,434 1,973; 288

Table 7  Fidelity of the global reconstruction of BERT’s predictions for sentiment term detection

Fidelity is measured by F1 Score (numbers in parentheses indicate Precision, Recall)

Sentiment term detection Restaurants (Yelp reviews) Laptops (Amazon reviews)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low generalizability (i.e., 
rules with specific tokens)

High generalizability (i.e., 
rules with NLP building 
blocks)

Low complexity (i.e., 
L1-rules)

76.8% (83.8%,70.9%) 65.9% (60.1%,72.8%) 75.0% (77.8%,72.3%) 57.8% (50.2%,68.1%)

High complexity (i.e., 
L2-rules)

81.7% (83.1%,80.4%) 69.9% (66.8%,73.2%) 79.1% (79.5%,78.6%) 65.7% (65.8%,65.6%)
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simultaneously. In particular, our results show that L1-rules 
with NLP building blocks, which have low complexity and 
high generalizability, yield the global reconstruction with 
the highest comprehensibility (i.e., NR and NUAV are at 
most 35; cf. Tables 4 and 6) in comparison. These rule sets 
achieve fidelities between 53 to 66% (cf. Tables 5 and 7). 
This means that BERT’s predictions on the tasks of aspect 
term detection and sentiment term detection can already be 
partly reconstructed in a very comprehensible manner with a 
small set of rules of only one tag building block as argument. 
Conversely, when utilizing specific tokens instead of NLP 
building blocks as arguments in L1-rules, a higher fidelity 
of 75% to 78% is achieved (cf. rules with low generaliz-
ability in Tables 5 and 7). However, such rules (e.g., the 
rule “flavorful is a sentiment term”) are highly specific and 
have low generalizability, which results in rule sets with at 
least 700 rules and unique argument values in the anteced-
ents (cf. Tables 4 and 6). Furthermore, Tables 5 and Table 7 
indicate that the fidelity increases when the rules become 
more complex, but this is accompanied by a decreasing com-
prehensibility as indicated in Tables 4 and 6. Here, L2-rules 
with NLP building blocks achieve fidelities between 63 to 
70% (cf. Tables 5 and 7) with at most 298 unique argument 
values. Contrarily, L2-rules with tokens achieve the high-
est fidelities with values from 78% up to 82% (cf. Tables 5 
and 7), but they exhibit the lowest generalizability and thus, 
global reconstructions with low comprehensibility which 
is indicated by multiple thousands of rules and between 
about 1,400 and 2,600 unique argument values (cf. Tables 4 
and 6) in the rule sets. These different setups show that either 
higher fidelity or higher comprehensibility can be achieved 
by reconstructing BERT’s predictions with linguistic rules. 
However, if both objectives are crucial and focused equally, 
the best setup may be L2-rules with NLP building blocks, 
which exhibit decent fidelity and comprehensibility at the 
same time. The advantage of these L2-rules compared to 
L1-rules with tokens is the much lower number of unique 
argument values, which is based on the higher generalizabil-
ity of NLP building blocks compared to specific tokens, and 
in particular, the use of contextual information in form of 
relation building blocks. Overall, our linguistic rules enable 
to establish different relevant setups with respect to fidelity 
and comprehensibility depending on the requirements for an 
XAI approach in practice.

Implications for research and practice

Our work contributes to the comprehensibility of opaque 
AI models in text analytics, as it allows for comprehensi-
ble global reconstructions of language models. Therefore, 
our work is not only valuable for multiple different research 
strands, but it is also highly relevant for applications and 

supports the adoption of language models, as outlined in 
the following.

Implications for research

1) Linguistic rules enable global reconstructions of high 
fidelity for language model predictions in text analytics.

Existing literature on XAI (e.g., Arrieta et al., 2020) dis-
cusses that rule-based XAI models can exhibit high compre-
hensibility but tend to lack high fidelity for reconstructions 
of complex AI models. Our findings extend this existing 
body of knowledge, as our analysis shows that our approach 
based on linguistic rules enables reconstructions with higher 
fidelity as well as reconstructions with higher comprehensi-
bility for language model predictions. In particular, linguis-
tic rules can achieve high fidelity by means of the contained 
relation building blocks capturing contextual information 
which is relevant for many text analytics tasks (Devlin et al., 
2019; Geng et al., 2021; Peters et al. 2018a). As both, a 
global reconstruction approach by linguistic rules and an 
analysis of the trade-off between fidelity and comprehen-
sibility thereby, do not exist in the field of text analytics so 
far, we extend the existing body of knowledge for rule-based 
XAI approaches.

2) Global reconstruction by means of linguistic rules paves 
the way for a thorough understanding of language mod-
els.

In contrast to the existing body of knowledge from local 
reconstruction approaches, the proposed approach based on 
linguistic rules enables a global reconstruction of language 
models (cf. Section “Discussion of the results”). Hence, 
linguistic rules constitute a first step for global and thor-
ough understanding of these black boxes, which cannot 
be achieved by local reconstruction approaches (cf. Sec-
tion “Introduction”). With linguistic rules as vital instru-
ment, researchers in the field of XAI can now focus on how 
to thoroughly justify predictions of language models for 
text analytics tasks (e.g., by leveraging tests of statistical 
significance for linguistic rules in a global reconstruction 
for language model predictions). Moreover, researchers 
can aim to improve language models in text analytics tasks 
based on our approach. That is, our approach could be used 
to additionally reconstruct and analyze false predictions of 
language models, to detect its flaws and by means of that, to 
enhance these language models. Furthermore, an analysis 
of linguistic rules reconstructing a language model’s pre-
dictions could enable to derive deeper insights regarding 
effects of different types of review texts (e.g., reviews for 
search goods vs. experience goods or reviews of different 
consumer segments). That is, such analyses could support 
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to analyze whether language model predictions for reviews 
of different review types vary in the NLP building blocks 
contained in the rules for global reconstruction. In particu-
lar, our approach allows for assessing the contribution of 
specific NLP building blocks to global reconstructions of 
language model predictions, which supports enhancing the 
understanding and use of language model predictions in text 
analytics.

3) Global reconstructions help to understand language 
model-detected features.

Our work also has implications for other research 
strands such as text analytics of online consumer reviews 
regarding star ratings (e.g., Binder et al., 2019; Goeken 
et al., 2020; Heinrich et al. 2021) or review helpfulness 
(e.g., Yin et al., 2014). Here, many IS researchers aim at 
analyzing and explaining the relations between (aspect-
based) sentiments and a target variable (e.g., star ratings 
or review helpfulness). To enable such analyses, it is nec-
essary to extract high-quality features from large review 
datasets by means of state-of-the-art language models in 
a first step (e.g., to extract aspect-based sentiments from 
review texts). Similar as in the practical application sce-
narios (AS1-4), it is also vital for researchers to base their 
analyses and insights on reliable and comprehensible fea-
tures. Hence, a comprehensible global reconstruction of 
language model predictions detecting such features may 
further enable a better understanding of the target variable 
based on the review texts as it reduces the opacity of the 
feature detection in the first step of such analyses of online 
consumer reviews. That is, our approach can help to shed 
light on black-box language models used for feature extrac-
tion in IS text analytics research.

Implications for practice

1) Global reconstructions with high comprehensibility can 
improve acceptance of language models, and support 
their adoption in practice.

The language model BERT is already used in various 
applications (cf. AS1-AS4 in Section “Introduction”). Here, 
reconstructions with higher comprehensibility by means 
of our approach can help to shed light on language model 
predictions in these applications, and thereby, to improve 
acceptance of such models. In particular, a reconstruction 
by our approach allows to verify that a language model 
applied in an electronic marketplace does not discriminate 
against specific groups. For instance, when online consumer 
reviews are analyzed (cf. AS1), our approach can help to 
prevent that specific groups of consumers are discriminated 
against (e.g., by assigning a negative sentiment to certain 

countries, ethnicities or genders). In text analytics-assisted 
recruitment processes (cf. AS4), the rules provided by the 
presented approach can be examined whether they contain 
arguments regarding gender or other discriminating attrib-
utes (detected by particular synsets) indicating undesired 
biases or discriminations. Similarly, our approach helps to 
reconstruct and justify BERT’s predictions in chatbots (AS2) 
and finance applications (AS3). Further, the rules provided 
by our approach support an algorithmic auditing based on 
the GDPR and thus to comply with regulatory requirements. 
For instance, a data scientist has to be able to show that the 
data processing is fair according to the GDPR, which can 
be supported by analyses with respect to discriminations as 
outlined above. This is especially relevant since algorithmic 
auditing will likely become the gold standard for companies 
deploying AI models (Casey et al., 2019).

2) Linguistic rules enable different relevant setups with 
respect to the trade-off between fidelity and compre-
hensibility depending on the requirements of different 
stakeholders for XAI approaches in practice.

Our approach based on linguistic rules is particularly 
promising, as it enables to establish different setups with 
respect to the trade-off between fidelity and comprehensi-
bility, allowing for more profound analyses (Gilpin et al., 
2018). That is, reconstructions with higher fidelity might be 
leveraged by data scientists to analyze language model pre-
dictions in detail. In addition, domain experts might lever-
age reconstructions with higher comprehensibility to assess, 
disclose and communicate the justifications (e.g., of BERT’s 
aspect term detection) in a given domain. In particular, AI 
text analytics models in practice can thus be analyzed with 
different setups by means of our approach, which can be 
combined to gain more robust insights and to comply with 
regulatory requirements.

Conclusion

Global reconstruction of language model predictions such 
as for the state-of-the-art model BERT is an important issue 
in both research and practice, since it can enable to justify 
decisions based thereon in many application scenarios (e.g., 
in eCommerce or finance) and thereby allow to comply with 
necessary algorithmic auditing. In this paper, we thus pro-
posed a global XAI approach in text analytics for recon-
structing predictions of language models for token-level 
classifications by linguistic rules. Further, we discussed 
the trade-off between fidelity and comprehensibility for the 
global reconstructions. For the analysis of our approach 
and the trade-off, we considered aspect term and sentiment 
term detection in two datasets of different domains. That 
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is, we considered laptops as search goods and restaurants 
as experience goods. The results for both domains showed 
that linguistic rules enable global reconstructions of higher 
fidelity for language models, which paves the way for a 
thorough understanding of language models in text analyt-
ics in the future. Further, our approach helps to understand 
language model-detected features used for further analyt-
ics in research. For practical application scenarios such as 
eCommerce, finance or online recruitment, our approach can 
improve acceptance of language models and thus support 
their adoption in text analytics. Here, our approach also sup-
ports compliance with regulatory requirements.

Nevertheless, our research has some limitations, which 
could be starting points for future works. In this paper, we 
focused on the predictions of BERT without further consid-
ering the correctness of these predictions. Thus, our research 
could also be transferred to an analysis of BERT’s predic-
tion errors aiming towards a further enhancement of lan-
guage models (i.e., by using linguistic rules to specifically 
reconstruct false predictions). Moreover, as we focused on 
the tasks of aspect and sentiment detection for search and 
experience goods in eCommerce, other NLP tasks in differ-
ent domains would be possible for examination and could 
further substantiate our findings. Here, our work provides 
the necessary first step toward such insights.
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